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Note: Originally Read at IIBA Conference on the Poetry of the Body in Brazil

INTRODUCTION
Our conference theme is quite wonderful. It was obviously chosen by the Brazilian alchemists on
the scientific committee. Like a great poem, it delivers a deep truth in a deceptively simple way. It
sings of the art form that is therapy. It tells us that we therapists are artisan/artists. That is, we are
skilled craftsmen and women. Different in some ways from the artist who creates his work of art,
we learn to tune to the tone and rhythm and pain and gesture of the body’s poetry, and in so
doing, our patients’ inner spirit is slowly revealed- unveiled to us. The other side of this, however,
is that what is unveiled/created in our therapy sessions is actually co-created: it is deeply
interactive and can be described as two limbic systems in dialogue. The grace of self has a lot to
do with who is doing the unveiling. As the poet Yeats put it, “O body swayed to music, O
brightening glance How can we know the dancer from the dance?” (p. 217)
So we are artisans whose craft is both an art form and a clinical science. Is it possible to both
celebrate the poesy and ineffable mystery of our work, and yet to remain true to and to honor our
Reichian and Lowenian roots? Can we be grounded in the mystery of life, without slipping into the
“mystification” against which Reich warned us? Has the ‘grace of self’ which we seek to ‘unveil’,
actually evolved from the core pulsation which our founders’ strove to liberate from our character
armor?
Poetry of the Body: with these four words the Scientific Committee, perhaps with the help of the
alchemically gifted god Hermes/Mercury, have challenged an older scientific/medical left brain
view. From this mainstream perspective, the body is a complex piece of machinery that has no
relation to poetry. With these four words, I believe they both honor our Reichian and Lowenian
roots and incorporate recent research in neuroscience on the right brain that supports the current
evolution of our bioenergetic craft. The poetry of the body, is a poetically rendered metaphor/simile
that crosses a boundary and invites us to make hidden connections.
But let us reflect further on the theme of our conference. Why, you may ask, is “the poetry of the
body” such a powerful title? Suppose we were to change just one word and the title became “the
prose of the body”. Not good, you say, because, as we all know, as prose spells things out, it often
becomes matter-of-fact. Indeed in English, the word prosaic means not fanciful or imaginative, not
challenging and lacking in excitement. So let me return us to poetry of the body and grace of self
and share with you what I really love about our theme. You see, I am happiest when when the truth
can barely be glimpsed in the twilight. Too much illumination kills the magic and mystery. When it
comes to our theme, I believe I am not alone, because I am suggesting that poetry, grace of self
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and a living body are all finally ineffable- that is, they are beyond our grasp. Both grace and
poetry, for instance, have so many varying definitions because they are probably indefinable.
Kenneth Koch, a poet himself, puts it well:
Poetry is often regarded as a mystery, and in some respects it is one. No one is quite sure
where poetry comes from, no one is quite sure exactly what it is, and no one knows, really,
how anyone is able to write it. (p.1) (end of quote)
Simply said, you can listen to the wind or to someone’s soulful cry, but you cannot grasp, fully
comprehend them.

FINDING LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS
But I can almost hear you asking - how did Bob start with the lovely conference theme and arrive
at a keynote topic of “broken and veiled in shame?” I have four answers. First, the mythological
explanation: my muse and my chosen god, is Hermes/Mercury – god of contradictions and paradox.
He is, in truth, actually my co-therapist. Thus, any talk inspired by Hermes could only be about
the alchemy of graceful shame and shameful grace.
A second more profane reason is that I am a recovering wounded healer speaking to an audience
of mostly recovering healers. Therefore the limbic and autonomic nervous systems of most of us in
the room today do not tell a story of a self unveiled in grace. Hopefully we are more gracious today
than we were when we emerged from our families of origin. But how many of us, like the Wizard of
Oz, are still ashamed to be seen behind our professional personas for the people we really are in
our private lives? I, for one, often catch myself trying too hard to be of value to my patients. I
assume that at such times I am not feeling very valuable, certainly not gracious, as the human
being that I am. Those of us who find this wounded healer talk discouraging, may be comforted by
the message of Akiro Kurosawa in his film Rashomon. He tells us that we are not alone:
Human beings are unable to be honest with themselves about themselves. They cannot
talk about themselves without embellishing. This script (Rashomon) portrays such human
beings- the kind who cannot survive without lies to make them feel they are better people
than they really are. (p. 183). (end of quote)
A third and related reason is that with such beautiful words as poetry and grace, it is easy enough
to forget that the poetic form which best describes the embodied pain and loss of many of our
patients is the elegy... in this case, the mournful lament for their own loss of life.
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When I wrote this speech, the fourth reason that came to me was that I had just finished reading
Paulo Coelho’s “the Alchemist.” (or italics) I am not sure that I understand the connection. I
believe that it was Coelho’s telling us that:
“There is only one thing that makes a dream impossible to achieve: the fear of failure” (p. 141)
So, on the way to success and grace, it is good to remember our failures. Coelho is certainly
candid about the core shame and inadequacy that has been part of his inspiration. I hope he
would agree that we are saved from hybris- excessive pride in our work as artisans, when we
remember the many we have not helped as much as we and they had hoped, and when we
remember that the best work we have done occurred when we surrendered to the wisdom in our
(broken) hearts.
But, let us get down to work and try to define the indefinable. What is grace, for instance? Here is
a very short story about grace and a quality of mercy:
A mother sent her young daughter, aged 6 or 7, to her father’s study one morning to
deliver an important message. Shortly thereafter the daughter came back and said “I’m
sorry mother, the angel won’t let me go in.” Whereupon the mother sent the daughter back
a second time, with the same result. At this point the mother became quite annoyed at
her young girl’s imaginative excess, so she marched the message over to the father herself.
Upon entering, she found the father dead in his study. (Kalshed, 1996, p. 41-see
Edinger, 1986)
This story of the little girl and the angel brings home to me that when we are broken by life’s
traumas, this happens partly because some wisdom in us mercifully breaks up our cohesive
wholeness so that the flame within us does not go out- so that our indomitable spirit can live on.
Like the little girl in the story, we are born with a grace of self, and it scatters our spirit to the
wind and armors our body until- by the awful grace of God- some day in the future- our life
becomes safe enough to live the poetry of our body. So I am finding a wisdom and dignity in our
brokenness along side of the shame.
Two of the many definitions of grace that I found are (1) a generosity of spirit and (2) mercy or
clemency. I am quite certain that it is our generosity of spirit or graciousness as human beings,
which enables us to witness the unveiling of grace of self in our patients. But first let me call on
Shakespeare to help us illuminate grace. I myself felt a quality of mercy in the grace that delivered
the angel to the little girl in the story I just read to you. Shakespeare (in Portia’s soliloquy in the
Merchant of Venice) tells us that…
”The quality of mercy is not strained
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath. It is twice blest:
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It blesseth him that gives and him that takes
(p. 111, lines 180-184) (end of quote)
Thus, in this way mercy is akin to the seemingly effortless beauty of movement, proportion and
behavior which conveys grace and which we call gracious. And whether we ourselves experience or
we witness a moment of unveiling, when body and spirit become one, we are indeed, as
Shakespeare tells us “twice blest.”
So bioenergetics has always been about the grace and poetry of our animal selves. Being grounded
in one’s sexuality and surrendering to the mystery of life actually go hand in hand. It is not given
to us to know exactly how the little girl found her angel. When it is given to us to witness such
stories of survival, it is because something in our patient senses that we are a fellow human being
who is safe enough and they then grace us by dropping the veil a bit.
We see, then, that bioenergetic artisans do not unveil people. The present participle “unveiling” in
the conference title makes clear the obvious fact that we are never a finished product that can be
fully understood as long as we are alive and, as I put it some years ago... as long as there is spirit
to our bodies and body to our spirits. We remember that grace is something freely given, but like
the mysterious essence of a poem or a human being, though it may be unveiled for a moment and
received by us, we cannot grasp it too strongly, we cannot know it too fully. Most of us delighted,
for instance, as children in the game of hiding and being found. Our patients still want us to find
them. But when they have been broken and shamed, we must indeed be both wise and gracious to
know how to visit them in the inner place where their core grace is shadowed by torment and
isolation.
But why has it taken all these years and the Brazilian culture (forgive me for reducing your vast
and vital country to one culture) to declare the body in poetry? I believe this has to do with the
powerful personalities of Wilhelm Reich and Alexander Lowen. Both men were at their best when
illuminating what had been in the shadows. But poetry and grace, as I have said, do not lend
themselves to full illumination. Thus, I believe that in deference to the certitude of our founders,
we have shied away from the ineffable.
Al set an example for all of us in how he both remained deeply true to his Reichian roots and yet
did not canonize/mummify Reich’s teachings. Rather, he infused them with his own creative
inspiration. Now, with his passing, we can, as a living body of artisans, honor Al best by reaching
for a bioenergetic institute that moves from and is inspired both by what Al inherited from Reich,
what he added to the bioenergetic work in progress and what we each in turn bring to it.
... In spite of our differences, what I do hope we all share and what Scott Baum described as
foundational in his recent inaugural presidential message (IIBA Spring 2008 newsletter) to us, is a
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commitment to keeping our patients’ (and our own) somatopsychic unity or lack of it, at the heart
of our clinical encounters. This was Reich’s enduring gift to us: the functional identity of a
person’s character and his bodily attitude. It will not go out of style.
.
But there is a sober reality facing us. It is possible, but not likely, that someone will emerge from
among us post-Lowenian bioenergeticists who will be able to lead us with the force of certainty
about his or her truth that emanated from Reich and Lowen. I doubt that anyone will ever match
Al’s passion for and genius at knowing a person in and from the pulse of their body. In fact, it was
part of the genius of both men that they saw the life of the body with such a powerful and explicit
light.
It will therefore be interesting to see what kind of therapeutic outcomes and unforeseen
partnerships may arise as our patients sense that, even though we do the best we can to read in
their psyche-soma the person that they are, we cannot see into their deepest recesses with the
same conviction in the clarity of our vision that Reich and Lowen had. Sensing that we need help
to unveil the mystery that they are, our patients may have to engage with us in a slow, implicit,
mutual process of discovery
Having said this, let me contradict myself at once, and urge you to read the chapter by Reich
called the “genital embrace” (Reich, 1976) in his book “the Murder of Christ”. I will quote a few
lines which reveal a poetic nature that is not often seen in the rest of Reich’s voluminous writings:
He tells of the delight in the growing surrender to and discovery of embodied intimacy.
“It takes many months, sometimes years, to learn to know your love partner in the body.
The finding of the body of the beloved one itself is gratification of the first order... this
search itself and the mutual wordless finding one’s way into the beloved’s sensations and
truly cosmic quivering, is pure delight, clean like water in a mountain brook... The growing
itself, the constant experience of a new step, the discovery of a new kind of look, the
revelation of another feature in the partner’s make-up, no matter whether pleasant or
unpleasant, in itself is great delight”. (pp. 37-38)
So , after all, there is, poetry in our Reichian roots and there is even the mystery of why Reich was
unable to reveal more of the poesy that was in his heart. But let me unveil some of my own issues
with poetry. I like to play with words, and I like to play with the obscure and complex in people.
But I am no good at poetry. I am thinking of two poems that I have read numerous times and that
are somehow too much for me. They are probably similar in this way to patients to whom I was not
much help because I could not bear the pain and poetry in their hearts. The first poem is by John
Milton, “On His Blindness”. The first two lines of his sonnet read:
“When I consider how my light is spent,
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Ere half my days, in this dark world and wide...”
(p. 84)(end of quote)
The fact that this man lives in darkness and that I cannot fully grasp his words, brings his
blindness too close to me. It is true that some of his references require a knowledge of the
Scriptures and his personal history to be explicitly understood. But my discomfort, as I have said,
is with how Milton’s rhythm and meter and words implicitly pull me too close to darkness. I was
trained as a physician to tolerate the awful physical afflictions of life, but I am still afraid of the
dark. And I was more or less also trained as a psychiatrist and bioenergetic therapist to be able to
tolerate the awful emotional, spiritual and mental afflictions of life, but I am still afraid of the
dark.
So when the embodied poems in my patients are too dark for me, I sometimes flee into my left
brain and insist on a bright, explicit light. But as we know, grace comes unbidden. So as I, still
baffled but hopeful, once more submit myself to the last few lines of Milton’s sonnet, they bring
me light. He says:
God doth not need
Either man’s work or his own gifts: who best bear
His mild yoke, they serve him best....
They also serve who only stand and wait
(p. 84) (end of quote)
Milton was a deeply religious man who feared that his blindness would prevent him from
adequately serving his God. With many wounded healers, I struggle with a kind of religious zeal to
adequately serve my patients and thereby feel less damaged, more whole. So, in the famous last
line of his sonnet, we learn again from Milton what we learn from each patient- that we are
somehow most healing when we embrace our blindness and our brokenness.
The second poem is “the Little Black Boy” by William Blake. I will read a few stanzas. The black
boy’s mother is speaking to him:
And we are put on earth a little space,
That we may learn to bear the beams of love;
And these black bodies and this sunburnt face
Are but a cloud and like a shady grove.
For when our souls have learned the heat to bear,
The cloud will vanish, we shall hear His voice,
Saying, ‘Come out from the grove, my love and care,
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And round my golden tent like lambs rejoice.” (p. 9)
The poem continues, but if I allow myself to feel the two stanzas I have just read to you, the
ecstatic love is too heart breaking. So to approach and really step into the sacred grove with our
patients- to the anguished places where there may still be some hope. How do we do it?
Personally, in some ways I find it easier to share my failure and brokenness, than to reveal my
power, my Trickster, my magic, poetry and grace. As I already said, my inner Hermes has been a
friend for years. At first I just asked him to hide my shame by seeing to it that people did not
laugh at me but rather with me. But over the years he has been doing some kind of alchemy that
allows my laughter to come from closer to my heart while still protecting my dignity.
Let me tell you a little story about how the alchemist does his quiet work with me and my patient
Paul. Paul, a very sad lonely patient of mine in his early forties, was lamenting with self-loathing
that, in the past fifteen years, not only had he never had sex other than with a prostitute, but that
he had never had whatever it took to suggest a sexual liaison to any woman. For some minutes as
we sat quietly, I felt something like pity for Paul i.e., “wow, what an awful problem he has”. His
story was well beyond any conscious sense I had of my own masculine self. But over some minutes
our two limbic systems had a silent talk, and my more shameful story came to light. I remembered
how paralyzed with fear I had been as an adolescent- too frightened to kiss my first girlfriendterrified of the rejection of my heartfelt erotic impulse which was the painful poetry that had been
engrained in my young body. I remember then feeling much closer to Paul – as to a wounded
brother. But I was far too ashamed to tell him about my painful recollection. I have no videos of
that session, now some dozen years ago, But I doubt that a video would have fully captured the
change in the implicit dance, in the poetry of our bodies, which occurred between Paul and
myself. In English, we say “don’t just stand there, do something!” In our case, we did not even get
out of our chairs.
But I know there was a lot of movement going on inside of me, and there is an immense amount of
clinical research suggesting that our breathing, our matching of bodily attitude, our mutual gaze
pattern and the music beneath our silences all reflected our shared vulnerable space in those
silent moments. This was early in Paul’s therapy, and he might have been burdened by explicit
knowledge of my sad story- he might have needed to hold on to some illusions about me in order
to feed his hope. Here is where we healers need to be truly gracious: to sense how much our
patient needs to know about the all too human soul to whom they have entrusted their healing.
Thank God, as with our children, our patients sense, often in spite of our efforts, much more about
who we really are than we realize.

CORRESPONDENCES
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There are many ways in which, when we are wise, we approach our patients the way we approach a
poem. Modern neuroscience increasingly validates our bioenergetic view of the human organism. It
calls our attention to the limitations of explicit symbolic language in conveying the essence, the
heart and soul of a person. Often, out of awareness, our body sends implicit messages, sometimes,
they lead to instant insights, at other times we are only able to see their shape and hear their
sound slowly as they emerge from the inchoate shadows. A gentle pulsation becomes a poignant
gesture. A whispered breath becomes a heartfelt murmur. As our ‘grace of self’ is thus ‘unveiled’,
our respiratory wave- little by little- embraces our head, our heart, our pelvis and the earth. So we
are never that far from the hidden grace of self as it resonates in our inner pulsation. We sense its
presence as our micro-tremors become spontaneous gestures. We try to sense what body tissues,
organs, flows and blocks produce what movements and sounds from the different selves within us.
The tone, shape and flow of the body’s shame and betrayal - the heart’s forgiveness, it’s spastic
pain, its sweet erotic pulsation... all these are the metre, paradox, metaphor and quatrain of the
body’s poesy.
In both the body and poetry there is a complex, intuitive dance between form and content that can
be glimpsed for moments, but never be fully seen in the light of day. The body tells a story – by
how it moves and breathes and how it is still- it embodies the story of what it has lived. If we are
to approach our patients’ bodies as the poems that they are, then we will begin by accepting that,
like the body of any deep poem, they tell a story that is much more than we can ever fully know.
How could it be otherwise, since, as we wounded healers know, our patients have come to us to
help them with a pain that has been more than they could bear.
Those of us who have been artisans of this healing craft for some years know that we have done
very well for our patients if we have been able to help them face and tolerate some good measure
of the trauma that broke their wholeness. If this happens, it happens slowly. Like the poem that
we read again and again, discovering together what pieces of the embodied poem, of our selves in
pieces, that we can be with.
So the story with its terrible pain and shame has been more or less frozen in our character armor;
Wilhelm Reich taught us that. Some of us may be able to see quite a bit of the story in our
patient’s body, but he, the patient will feel no more of it than what he can tolerate of the pain and
shame that broke him in the first place. Much of the story, the poem, remains in the shadows, the
unconscious, the implicit. The muted breathing, tight musculature, misaligned body segments – in
themselves tormenting- also mercifully destroy meaning. The lights go out on the unthinkable loss
of our selves.
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CLINICAL VIGNETTES
Quite a few years ago, as I watched Al Lowen doing a demonstration session, he put his hand over
the left chest of the patient and commented that one could make pretty direct contact with the
patient’s heart- I found the comment both obvious and startlingly powerful- as you know, that was
often a signature quality of Al’s comments.
Recently, after a break of severaI years, I was once again working with my now 50 year old patient
Paul whose earlier session I just shared with you. As we worked, my hands found their way over his
left chest. This had happened every now and then, and my patient always found some kind of deep
comfort from it. A few months prior, it had in fact triggered a deep, sweet experience of melting
into a state of loving feeling that was both new to Paul and very moving to me. This time, however,
when I touched him, it led to him feeling a barrier covering his heart and he said angrily, “I am
not going to cooperate- won’t give you what you want. I’ll do it when I’m ready”... This was
followed by “but I do feel the value of what you are doing- don’t give up on me- I don’t want to be
left alone” After some moments, he said, “you must be a valuable human being... I’ve always
thought of you more as an excellent therapist”. I said “perhaps you are also a valuable human
being”. After a silence, he said,” Doing this kind of work must be quite moving for you” I said,
“yes it is”. Paul later said that the word that came closest to capturing this moment was
“humanity”. But words do not quite capture this man’s soul coming to the surface of his being
and enveloping us in its poetry. Al Lowen, via bioenergetic analysis gave me (us) this and similar
kinds of clinical ‘”now moments” (Stern et.al., p.7) , in which we are privileged to directly touch
the living body such that we unveil the grace of self.

LISTENING TO THE SILENCE
THE POESY OF THE BODY EXTENDS TO ITS MUSIC AND DANCE- we surrender to the story that
is told by its gesture- the question it raises with the slightest quiver of an eyebrow- we are
informed by the many sounds that can be found in its many silences. If we are patient and
attentive to the void, to the body’s darkness, it lights our way – shows (unveils to) us meanings
that illuminate even as they remain obscure, The improbable becomes familiar. The light suffuses
and water and oil become one.
Second Vignette
When I hear my patient’s voice as partially blocked/strangled and I sense that she is on the
threshold of coming into the room with a more vulnerable, spontaneous sound, I sometimes
massage the front of her throat- Often at the thyro-hyoid membrane (a fibrous, membranous sheet
filling the gap between the hyoid bone and the thyroid cartilage). I usually do this with a sense
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that I am going in to find or perhaps invite out a traumatically fractured part of my patient’s self. I
tend to assume that I will be able to tolerate this part of them that is strangled within and thus
help them to unveil some grace of self. But I often get ahead of myself and the poetry of my
patient’s body surprises me.
For instance, the cry of my patient, Anna is strangled. Wendell Berry tells us that “the impeded
stream is the one that sings.” Wendell is wise, but silence, like darkness, is strong poetry: neither
of them tell you exactly which way to go and what to do. If I really listen to Anne with my whole
body, I can feel something beckon. I can feel the sound that I cannot quite hear. When she falls
silent, I am afraid to fall with her... there is no familiar form to hold onto... too far into the right
brain. When I hear her broken, cracked voice that does not yield to a deeper sobbing, I feel an
ache in my heart and grow frustrated, why can’t this woman trust that I can tolerate and will not
recoil from her broken heart? Then she falls silent... in the sudden quiet... can I trust my senses?
Did I hear some tone rising up from her heart? This partial deafness, the lack of clarity pulls me
once more too close to Milton’s dark world. I am not sure, for instance, if Ann meets my gaze,
what shades of feeling (emotion) are dancing across my face in response to her silent song
(music). What if her impeded stream of life sings not only of a broken heart but of an ecstatic love
that long ago her father could not bear and she now needs me to receive. Has my own broken
heart healed enough so that I can bear her loving me now... so that I can bear the heat and beams
of love that made William Blake’s poem too ecstatic for me. If not, then Ann and I may both be
blessed that her angel is silently, graciously holding both her heartbreak and her ecstatic love until
we both can better bear them.
I will close with the last of three clinical vignettes to illustrate the body’s implicit light creating a
space in which shame and grace wash over and into each other. On the surface, the stories seem
quite different. I first worked with Sam at a Bioenergetic Conference about 5 years ago in a
“demonstration session”. I “knew” almost nothing of his story. As I stood face to face with this
powerfully built man and we exchanged a few words, I sensed a dark, ominous presence. This was
not the first time I remember wondering how I had gotten myself into a situation where I was likely
to fail and make a fool of myself. I would say that the crucial feature of my intervention was that in
spite of feeling quite small, something told me that it was alright to step closer and make physical
contact with this threatening, but tormented man. What happened then and in two subsequent
sessions recently is too complicated to do justice to here, but I want to quote some of Sam’s own
words to give you a sense of the poetry in body that happened.
First, some context: Sam had been an ordained priest. His family came from Lebanon. The words
guilt and shame seem inadequate to describe the profound sense of unredeemable black
damnation that was his torment. His call to the priesthood was in part a failed attempt to find that
redemption via rising above his body and its sexuality. Sam explains:
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“As we worked and you encountered me- I was holding onto your right elbow, and you my
left forearm- I had an impulse to grab you around your chest. As I grabbed you, you
grabbed me in the same manner. My sense afterwards was that I could have crushed you
in a bear hug and thrown you across the room. But with you matching me, I felt held by a
loving human embrace and I was able to drop and surrender to a deep sobbing grief, and
then rise up into a mutual joy with you at what we had accomplished.” (end of quote)
I did not make a conscious decision to touch Sam because he felt untouchable i.e., hopelessly
damned due to his darkly evil body and sexuality.. Rather, our limbic systems silently cast a
suffusing light on each other- and I was told (by my intuition) what to do. Poetry in motion
happened. Something, perhaps my limbic angel, told me that underneath his ominous dark side,
he was terrified, and gave me the courage to walk into his Hell.
Here Sam describes a more recent session:
“I told you I was really scared of turning into Satan and was terrified. You held my hand
and I wept. You asked me how I wanted to work, and I found myself kneeling with my
head on your mattress with lots of tears and snot flowing, as if I was bowing down before
God as a hopeless damned soul. You noted my sense of ‘heaviness’, of having to hold
myself, and you, sitting beside me, supported the weight of the head and upper torso, and
then my whole weight (200lb) with me across your torso as I wept. I was conscious of
holding onto your arms and feeling the flesh of your arm, as if feeling real flesh for the
very first time. You then suggested I find the middle human position, of kneeling and
simply asking for forgiveness instead of the (my) grandiose defenses of omnipotent God
and Satan.” (end of quote)
The alchemy of touch was happening on many levels. ( As our eyes met, I sensed the wounded
human soul behind Sam’s ‘evil eye’ and he saw in me a safe enough mix of darkness and light to
trust that he could share some of the evilness in his eye.) Grace of self is not easily unveiled, but
it helps when we can glimpse the desperate human being who is veiled behind our demons.
Something like this was set in motion for Sam as he received my touch. As he puts it:
“The essence of our work... was the holding together of two things: the absolute simplicity
of being gently, physically touched/held and the creation of a momentary space in which
you made the very quiet suggestion to me (when faced with my fiery demon) that I allow
the alchemy of the defenses to work” (end of quote)
So I did two things. I physically touched Sam and I invited him to thank and move closer- as I had
in our first encounter- closer to the angel in his demon. Anchored in our simple human contact, he
was able to grasp that his angel-turned-demon had originally come to him with the same humanity
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that I had embodied in my touch. In his case, however, because of the specific culture and
metaphor from which he came, and in response to his mother’s profound rejection of her own and
his life force, Sam’s angel had pulled him up or perhaps down into a Heaven and Hell cosmology
and become its demonic guardian (the angel had become the demonic quardian). In Sam’s words:
“In my ordination as a priest, I had turned down life (offered up my very self-hood and sexuality in
the form of a cross), and now I was opening upwards to life, and in physical touch with your flesh
to affirm it. I felt able to breath very deeply, and felt like a ‘very old soul’ from the Mountains of
Lebanon where the splitting-belief in God and Evil Eye were very strong- but now the alchemy was
working...I kept my hands on your face, arms and hands, feeling your flesh and the realness and
poetry of the contact...I felt, as if for the first time, what it was like to be a human being in real
time and space”. (end of quote)
`
The body’s language is poetry because it brings the unity that existed before there were words.
Sam was graced in being able to begin a simple human dialogue with his fiery friend-foe-friend.
And now I finally give you the secret of unveiling the grace of self..... take your demons to lunch.
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